
Sample 1: (If the instructor knows you, it’s better to ask in person; Use the same steps as 

mentioned in email) 

Subject: instructor XYZ, request for recommendation letter 

Dear instructor XYZ, 

As part of the pre-requisites for acceptance to (graduate school, program.) [provide university 

and program specifics], I have been asked to provide a letter of recommendation. Would you be 

so kind as to write such a letter, with particular comments in regard to our past association in (the 

honors program, an internship, coursework, conference, etc.) [request politely]? 

The deadline for submitting the letter is (date) [provide deadlines], and if you are unable to 

provide a letter, please let me know by (one week from the date of this letter) [Don’t assume that 

the letter-writer will agree to write the letter - allow space for a refusal]. 

Thank you in advance for your time. [Thank the letter-writer] 

Regards, 

XYZ 

(Retrieved from: Indiana University of Pennsylvania) 

Sample 2: 

Subject: Materials needed for Recommendation Letter 

Dear instructor XYZ, 

As promised [reference to a prior meeting/discussion about the letter – the writer has consented 

to write the recommendation], please find attached: list of places needing recommendations, 

some supporting materials (modified dissertation abstract, resume, transcripts), and the original 

dissertation proposal [list all documents provided]. Some points about these funding 

recommendations [highlighting program specifics]: 

The deadlines range from Jan 5 to Feb 20 [clearly mention deadlines]. If it is easier for you, you 

can finish all the recommendations in one go. Or if you plan to do them as deadlines come up, as 

a courtesy, I am happy to drop you quick reminders a week before every deadline. 



I have to cover expenses for a family now, plus I want to avoid any more loans. For these 

reasons, I am taking these funding applications very seriously.[mention any personal motivations 

that you wish to convey to the letter-writer] 

Unfortunately, the fellowships are highly competitive, plus looking for very specific types of 

projects. In terms of 'phase', some support research, some dissertation writing, and some don't 

care [differentiate between different programs, distinguish what each program cares for]. In 

terms of 'focus', they are again specific, ranging from 'religious freedom' to 'peace' to 'security', 

etc. I intend to modify my proposal for each funder accordingly. For the sake of your 

convenience, I have drafted a few points for each funder, so that the recommendation to that 

funder corroborates my overall 'pitch' -- this is just meant as a convenience for you -- you can 

use, modify, or completely ignore these suggestions, as you see fit [make the process as 

convenient as possible. Do the summarizing work yourself]. If you use them, you can have a 

first, last, or any other paragraph that is 'funder-specific' [specify what you want in your overall 

application, and your recommendation to particularly focus on], while using generic material for 

the rest of the recommendation. I do think that a purely generic recommendation (that says 

everything to each recommender) will make my application much less competitive -- but at the 

same time, I know your time is very valuable also. So please proceed as you see fit and as time 

allows? 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns, or if there is anything else I can do to make 

this process as painless as it possibly can be? Again, thank you so much for all your help in this 

process, and happy holidays! [thank the letter-writer for taking time out for your letter, and be 

extremely polite and cordial] 

Regards 

XYZ 
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